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We have received the following intelligence from the army at the<br>head of the army -<br>April 16, 1863.<br>At 4 p.m., April 16, the gunboats and transports had arrived at the har<br>bor of Mobile, and we have been informed that the force of the army will<br>be under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case, of the 1st New York<br>Volunteers.<br>Brig. Gen. Jas. G. W. Smith, of the 1st New York Volunteers, has<br>been appointed to the command of the 1st Division of the army, and is<br>under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case.<br>Our information is that the force of the army will consist of about 15,000<br>men, and will be under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case, of the 1st<br>New York Volunteers, and will be stationed at Mobile.<br>Brig. Gen. Jas. G. W. Smith, of the 1st New York Volunteers, has<br>been appointed to the command of the 1st Division of the army, and is<br>under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case.<br>July 23, 1863.<br>At 4 p.m., July 23, the gunboats and transports had arrived at the har<br>bor of Mobile, and we have been informed that the force of the army will<br>be under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case, of the 1st New York<br>Volunteers, and will be stationed at Mobile.<br>Brig. Gen. Jas. G. W. Smith, of the 1st New York Volunteers, has<br>been appointed to the command of the 1st Division of the army, and is<br>under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case.<br>July 23, 1863.<br>At 4 p.m., July 23, the gunboats and transports had arrived at the har<br>bor of Mobile, and we have been informed that the force of the army will<br>be under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case, of the 1st New York<br>Volunteers, and will be stationed at Mobile.<br>Brig. Gen. Jas. G. W. Smith, of the 1st New York Volunteers, has<br>been appointed to the command of the 1st Division of the army, and is<br>under the command of Maj. Gen. F. S. Case.
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What's the News?

For the most part, this week's edition of the Jacksonville Republican is filled with various articles and news reports. Here are some highlights:

1. **News from Kentucky**: A report on the latest developments in Kentucky, including political updates and local news.
2. **Reports from Alexandria**: Updates on the ongoing military situation in Alexandria, including troop movements and strategic moves.
3. **News from New York**: Information on events in New York City, including social events and business news.
4. **Southern Congressmen**: Discussions on the actions and decisions of southern congressmen, including their stance on various issues.
5. **Arrival of Troops at Hirsch**: Reports on the arrival of troops to Hirsch, including details on their mission and activities.
6. **Personal Notes**: Personal notes and observations from various contributors, including trends and happenings in different parts of the country.

The newspaper also includes advertisements and notices, providing valuable information to the readers. The layout is typical of newspapers from the era, with paragraphs of text and occasional headings to guide the reader through the content.
What we have seen within the last three weeks is an experience which many in the South have been slow to appreciate in the fullest sense of the word. It is a lesson in the power of organization, in the value of a well-organized army, and in the necessity of preparedness. The events of recent days have shown that the Confederate States of America are not powerless, and that with proper preparation, they can and will resist any enemy that may attempt to conquer them.

In the face of these facts, there is no longer any question of the necessity for increased military preparedness. The government must act with speed and determination, and must not be content with mere promises and vague assurances. It must take positive steps to strengthen the army, to improve its discipline and efficiency, and to ensure its success in the field.

The people of the South must also take an active part in this work of preparation. They must be willing to sacrifice and to endure, and must not be content with mere talk and idle promises. They must be prepared to defend their homes and their liberties, and to uphold the Constitution and the laws of the land.

In conclusion, we must remember that the struggle is not yet over, and that there is much to be done before the war is ended. Let us all work together for the sake of our country, and let us be prepared to meet any emergency that may arise.
JACKSONVILLE, Ill.

MAY 25, 1853

LOCALITIES.

IN THE UNION.

Elected Governor.

In 1853, Illinois was still known for its political tumult and division. The state was in the midst of a schism that would eventually lead to the Civil War. The election of Abraham Lincoln as the 16th President of the United States in 1860 was a turning point, as Illinois was a critical swing state.

The newly elected governor was to be a key figure in the coming years, guiding the state through a period of turmoil and change. The political climate was charged, with debates over slavery and states' rights escalating.

In this issue, we learn of the election of the new governor, and the implications this would have for the state. The editor of the newspaper, A. J. Walker, comments on the significance of the election, and how it will shape the future of Illinois.

Other news articles provide updates on local events and developments, such as the latest on the construction of the Illinois Central Railroad, the progress of the state fair, and the latest on the weather and agriculture.